
We know that old people and
disabled cannot walk easily. We
have tried to make it easy for them
by setting up cars that can helpby setting up cars that can help
them move around. We call this
dream crystals, the name itself
shows that it is a dream come true
for people who cant walk. This car
is oval shaped with only one seat
and three wheels.



The crystals have 3 wheels. The engine
is placed towards the back. The seats
have AC which is in built to cool thehave AC which is in built to cool the
seat just like in the car – ELANTRA so
that the seat doesn't get cooled up by
the engine. The windshield will be
convertible and will come up. The
sides next to the armrests could open
a bit for air to come in.



The armrests will have joysticks
popping out allowing the vehicle to
move, just as in RC cars. But the
remote will be replaced by two
joysticks and a button on top for the
brakes attached to the armrest of thebrakes attached to the armrest of the
cars. The front, a little bit below the
glass will have a screen which controls
everything other than moving the car.
Just as in the picture towards the left. It
is simple and to complex.



The glass is made of polycarbonate as, if the person
sitting falls they are safe , as polycarbonate is bullet
proof so nothing can happen to the person The max
speed of the vehicle will be 40km per hour. Excessive
speed may cause damage to the vehicle. Incase the
vehicle falls the person must press must press thevehicle falls the person must press must press the
button provided on top so that the wheels may come
inside, as in planes. As there is a lot of weight in the
lower part of the vehicle, the vehicle stands back up
like the knock me down toy. The door will be on the
front . The windshield will be open and then the door .



!small an easy to store
!Simple and not difficult to handle!Simple and not difficult to handle
!Helps the old and disabled
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